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STORYTELLING COMPETITION FOR ELEMENTARY LEVEL

GUIDELINES:

1. This contest is open to all elementary school pupils from both public and
private schools in the division of Bohol. The contest groups are:

@ Group A for grades 1-3 pupils
@ Group B for grades 4-6 pupils

2.Each school is allowed to send only one (1) contestant per group to the
district level. Only the first place winners in the district level will advance to
the higher level of competition. The same mechanics will be used in the
succeeding or higher competitions until the finals in the division level.

3.All contestants are required to submit their tale or story to be used in the
competition to the contest committee in the respective levels of competition
(district, sub cong., cong., and division) on A4 paper, Times Roman (14 pt.
font size).

4.Each contestant is given 3 to 5 minutes for the presentation of the story.

5.Time shall officially start when the contestant utters the first word of the
presentation. There is a penalty of 1 point deduction for every 30 seconds in

excess.

CRITERIA:

1.Voice Projection 20%

2.On-stage Performance . . . . . . .  40%

(eye contact, gestures, facial expression, emotional expression)

3.Language . . . . . . . . .  40%

(use, pronunciation, pause, pitch, pace)
_____ ioo%



Other Information on the

Storytelling and Readers' Theater Competitions

Storytelling

Definition:

Storytelling is a form of oral presentation that is memorized and acted out using
voice, facial expressions, and gestures. Props and costumes may be used.

The Story:

?Language for grades 4-6 - Filipino

?Language for grades 1-3 - Sinugbuanong Bisaya

??? Theme @ Moral values

?Form - Fable, parable, fairy tale, or modern story; may be an adaptation or an original

The Performer:

?Only one contestant per group (Group A - grades 1-3; Group B - grades 4-6)

??? Costume, props, and lapel mic may be used. Background music and scenery are not

allowed.

The Presentation:

??? Length @ a minimum of 3 minutes and a maximum of 5 minutes

Readers' Theater

Definition:

Readers' theater is a form of oral presentation with an emphasis on reading aloud
rather than on memorization. It involves the reading of a script with the participants
assuming various speaking roles in a story - usually one reader for each speaking character

and one narrator to read the exposition. Traditional reader's theater is performed without

any action whatsoever, with the readers sitting on chairs and using only their voices to
convey meaning. New forms of readers' theater may involve gestures and acting.



(Readers' Theater - continuation)

The Script:

?Reader's theater is designed for the reading of plays. There is ample dialog, distinctive
and identifiable characters, a good conflict, and a fairly easy vocabulary. Stories may be
edited (narration may be abbreviated or even replaced with dialog), scripted and adapted to
readers' theater, or drafted as an original piece of work.

?Language - English

?Theme - Filipino traits or values; can be humorous, serious, or a mixture of both

The Performers:

?A team is composed of 7-10 performers (all secondary level students).

?Choral reading and making of vocal sound effects may be done.

?Performers wear simple uniform clothing.

The Presentation:

?Length of performance should not exceed 5 minutes.

?There is no scenery, props, or background music.

?Scripts are in folders and are either held or placed on a music stand in front of each
performer.

??? Only microphones with stands will be used. Lapel mics are not allowed.


